Abstract-A robust symbol-timing and carrier-frequency synchronization scheme applicable to orthogonal frequency-division-multiplexing systems is presented. The proposed method is based on a training symbol specifically designed to have a steep rolloff timing metric. The proposed timing metric also provides a robust sync detection capability. Both time domain training and frequency domain (FD) training are investigated. For FD training, maintaining a low peak-to-average power ratio of the training symbol was taken into consideration. The channel estimation scheme based on the designed training symbol was also incorporated in the system in order to give both fine-timing and frequency-offset estimates. For fine frequency estimation, two approaches are presented. The first one is based on the suppression of the interference introduced in the frequency estimation process by the training symbol pattern in the context of multipath dispersive channels. The second one is based on the maximum likelihood principle and does not suffer from any interference. A new performance measure is introduced for timing estimation, which is based on the plot of signal to timing-error-induced average interference power ratio against the timing estimate shift. A simple approach for finding the optimal setting of the timing estimator is presented. Finally, the sync detection, timing estimation, frequency estimation, and bit-error-rate performance of the proposed method are presented in a multipath Rayleigh fading channel.
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I. INTRODUCTION
O RTHOGONAL frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) has been of major interest for both wireline-based and wireless applications [1] - [3] due to its high data rate transmission capability and its robustness to multipath delay spread. However, OFDM systems are much more sensitive to synchronization errors than single carrier systems [4] , [5] . Several approaches have been proposed for estimating the time and frequency offset either jointly [6] - [8] or individually. See [9] - [12] for further notes on frequency-offset estimation and to [13] - [16] on timing estimation. There are of numerous other relevant contributions in the literature and a good discussion on them can be found in the recent paper [28] . Most frequency and timing estimation methods exploit the periodic nature of the time-domain signal by using a cyclic prefix [6] , [8] , [10] , [13] , or by designing the training symbol having repeated parts [7] , [9] , [12] . Regarding frequency estimation, in [7] , a training symbol containing two identical halves is used and the frequency acquisition range is 1 subcarrier spacing. In order to increase the frequency capture range, a second training symbol is employed. A frequency estimation scheme improving the solution of [7] is proposed in [12] , where only one training symbol having identical parts is required and the frequency acquisition range is subcarrier spacing. A robust timing synchronization scheme using a training symbol having two identical parts has also been proposed in [7] . However, the timing metric plateau inherent in [7] results in a large timing offset estimation variance. This timing metric plateau can be eliminated and, hence, the timing offset estimation variance can be reduced by designing the training symbol such that it gives a more pronounced timing metric trajectory [15] . For single carrier systems, in [17] , the frame synchronization performance has been considerably improved by designing the training preambles to give a sharper peak timing metric trajectory.
All of the above OFDM synchronization methods are associated with one or more of the following limitations or drawbacks: have a limited range of operation, address only one task, have a large estimation variance, lack robust sync detection capability, and require extra overheads. To overcome these limitations, we investigate both timing and frequency synchronization for OFDM, particularly using only one training symbol (or one training block) in this paper. In this case, the training symbol is designed to have a sharp timing metric trajectory. In choosing the timing metric, a robust sync detection capability has to be taken into consideration. We design the training symbol to be composed of repeated identical parts with possible sign inversions. Our choice of this type of training symbol is based on the following reasons. The periodicity or repetitive nature of the training symbol equips timing synchronization with robustness against frequency offsets. Having multiple identical parts gives the benefit of using the same training symbol for frequency synchronization, which can handle large frequency offsets. By designing the signs of the identical parts to give the sharpest possible timing metric trajectory, the timing offset estimation can be improved. Both OFDM-type training symbols (frequency domain (FD) training) and single-carrier-type training blocks (time domain (TD) training) are investigated.
We present a synchronization scheme, which provides both timing and frequency estimation as well as channel estimates. A specifically designed training symbol is used for both timing and frequency synchronization. Channel estimation based on the designed training symbol is also incorporated in order to give fine-timing and frequency-offset estimates. Fine synchronization can also be iteratively improved. The impact of using only one training symbol for both timing and frequency synchronization is discussed and a number of approaches are proposed for further performance improvement. The sync detection performance, timing synchronization performance, frequency synchronization performance, and bit-error-rate (BER) performance of the proposed method is evaluated by computer simulations.
Regarding our timing estimation performance measure in the context of OFDM, the additional interference power caused by timing estimation might be considered, rather than the timing offset estimation variance, since the former reflects the actual impact of timing synchronization error on the system's performance. However, the interference power may also depend on the mean of the timing estimate. Hence, in this paper, we introduce a more revealing performance measure for the timing characterization of OFDM systems.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the system considered. Section III briefly presents the OFDM synchronization problem and the effects of synchronization errors. In Section IV, the proposed synchronization scheme is presented. Performance evaluation, simulation results, and discussions are provided in Section V. Finally, our conclusions are provided in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The samples of the transmitted baseband OFDM signal, assuming ideal Nyquist pulse shaping, can be expressed as (1) where is the modulated data or subcarrier symbol, is the number of inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) points, is the number of subcarriers, is the number of guard samples, and . Consider a frequency selective multipath fading channel with path gains (including possible paths with a zero gain) and the corresponding path delays . We assume that the path delays are sample-spaced (namely, ). Hence, represents the discrete-time channel impulse response. At the receiver, there exist carrier-frequency offset, sampling clock errors, and symbol-timing offset, which have to be estimated and compensated. Usually, the frequency offset and timing errors are more dominant than the sampling clock inaccuracy. Hence, we will consider, in this paper, the carrier-frequency and symbol-timing synchronization, assuming a perfect sampling clock. In this case, the received samples become (2) where is the sample of zero-mean complex Gaussian noise process with variance , is the carrier-frequency offset normalized by the subcarrier spacing, and is an arbitrary carrier phase factor. The timing point of the start of the FFT window is determined by the timing synchronization scheme to be at the sample where is a timing offset in units of OFDM samples. In this paper, we consider only integer timing offsets. If noninteger timing offsets and/or sampling clock errors need to be considered for a particular system, the method of [16] may be applied.
III. SYNCHRONIZATION
In OFDM systems, the main synchronization parameters to be estimated are a sync flag indicating the presence of the signal (especially for burst-mode transmission), the starting time of the FFT window (timing synchronization), the frequency offset due to the inaccuracies of the transmitter and receiver oscillators, and the Doppler shift of the mobile channel, as well as the channel estimates if coherent reception is adopted. The sync flag can be generated by automatic gain control (e.g., ramp-up indication via power measurement and threshold decision) or using a training symbol (which can also be used for timing synchronization and possibly frequency synchronization). For the latter case, the same metric used for timing synchronization may be used together with the threshold decision, in order to generate the sync flag. After detecting the presence of the signal, the other sync parameters are estimated. In the following, the effect of timing synchronization errors is briefly described for the later use.
A. Effect of Timing Offset
Let the sample indexes of a perfectly synchronized OFDM symbol be , the timing offset be , and the maximum channel delay spread be . Then, if , the orthogonality among the subcarriers will not be destroyed and the timing offset will only introduce a phase rotation in every subcarrier symbol at the FFT output as (3) where is the subcarrier index, is the channel's frequency response for the th subchannel, i.e., DFT , and is a complex Gaussian noise term. For a coherent system, this phase rotation is compensated by the channel equalization scheme, which views it as a channel-induced phase shift. If the timing estimate is outside the above range, the orthogonality among the subcarriers will be destroyed by the resulting intersymbol interference (ISI) and additional intersubchannel interference (ICI) will be introduced as [21] and constitutes both ISI and ICI terms. These terms can be modeled as Gaussian noise having a power of (for unit signal power on each subcarrier) (6) where for else. (7) Similarly, for , we can have else.
Hence, the guard interval should be long enough for the timing estimate to lie within the above range. In a loose sense, the smaller the variance of the timing estimator, the shorter the guard interval, and, hence, the lower the overhead. For the effect of carrier-frequency offset, see [21] .
IV. PROPOSED SYNCHRONIZATION METHOD
The scheme proposed for symbol-timing and frequency synchronization of OFDM systems is shown in Fig. 1 where a specifically designed training symbol is used. The sync flag is determined by the timing metric and an associated threshold decision. In the following, we assume that the presence of the signal has already been detected and, hence, the rest of the synchronization part will be presented. First, coarse-timing estimation is performed based on the timing metric. It gives the estimate of the start position of the FFT window for the training symbol. The frequency offset is estimated based on the training symbol defined by the coarse-timing estimation. Frequency-offset compensation is then performed on the training symbol. Next, the channel impulse response is estimated based on the frequency offset compensated received training symbol. Given the channel estimation, the delay of the first channel path is found and added to the coarse-timing estimate to give a fine-timing estimate. The new training symbol defined by the fine-timing estimate is used to estimate the fine frequency offset. Hence, the fine synchronization part contains frequency-offset compensation, channel impulse response estimation, fine-timing offset estimation, and fine frequency-offset estimation. This fine synchronization procedure can be repeated in order to achieve further improvements. The channel impulse response can then be estimated again after performing frequency-offset compensation on the training symbol defined by the fine-timing estimate. It may be directly used or further processed for employment in channel equalization, but further processing on the channel response estimate will not be considered in this paper. It is also noted that the proposed synchronization method is applicable to both continuous-mode transmission and burst-mode transmission since it does not utilize any property specific to a particular transmission mode such as null interval in the burst-mode transmission. In our simulations, we use a burst-mode transmission where the training symbol is preceded by noise samples and followed by data symbols.
A. Proposed Timing Metric
A desirable property of a timing estimation scheme is its robustness to the frequency offsets. If the training symbol has a repetitive structure, a timing estimation scheme which is robust to frequency offset can be obtained by means of correlation among the repetitive parts. Hence, we consider a repetitive training structure in this paper. Assuming that the training symbol is composed of two identical parts of samples each, then this type of training symbol with two repeated parts can be efficiently searched by minimizing the metric which calculates the squared averaged distance between the two considered received signal parts of length samples each as [18] , [19] 
where (10)
It can be easily observed that the above metric is robust to any frequency offset. This minimum mean square error (MMSE)-type metric (9) shows almost the same timing estimation performance as the maximum likelihood (ML) estimate. (For detailed timing performance comparison, see [20] .) However, the above metric and those in [20] , except the Schmidl and Cox (S&C) metric of [7] , do not consider sync detection and are associated with a high false detection probability. This fact can be observed from (9) as follows. Under a noiseless condition, will give a minimum metric value of zero when is at the correct timing point and approximately a maximum metric value of when is such that do not correspond to the training symbol. When only noise is present, would give some value close to zero since the corresponding would be very small, hence, causing a false detection. Similar result will be obtained when the transmitted data symbols are in deep fade. This high false detection probability can be reduced using the normalized metric (12) Finding the minimum of is equivalent to finding the maximum of (13) Under a noiseless condition, will give a maximum value of one when is at the correct timing point and approximately a minimum value of zero when is such that do not correspond to the training symbol. When only noise is present,
would be approximately equal to zero and would be much less than . Hence, would give a value close to zero and a false detection would be avoided. Similar results will hold when the transmitted data symbols are in deep fade.
In practice, instead of can be considered. The timing metric of (13) which was introduced in the context of two identical parts can be further generalized for a training symbol containing rather than two parts of samples each. In this case, the timing metric to be maximized can be expressed as (14) where (15) (16) and , . In the above equation, denote the signs of the repeated parts of the training symbol and will be called the training symbol pattern in the rest of this contribution. For 2 and for the training symbol pattern , the timing metric of S&C is obtained if is approximated by where . Hence, the S&C timing metric can be considered as an approximation of the proposed metric for the case of 2 and .
B. Training Symbol
The training symbol can be designed either for an OFDM-type FD training or single-carrier-type TD training [27] . The training symbol of S&C is of the FD-type and gives a timing metric plateau which results in a high timing estimator variance. This can be avoided by designing the training symbol to have a steep rolloff timing metric trajectory. For example, the HiperLAN/2-type training symbol was designed for providing a steep rolloff timing metric trajectory [22] . On the other hand, it does not preserve the cyclic prefix structure of an OFDM system. In this paper, we will consider a training symbol that preserves the cyclic prefix structure. We design the training symbol such that it is composed of identical parts to handle a frequency offset of up to subcarrier spacing and has a specific pattern (signs) of the identical parts to give a timing metric having a steep rolloff trajectory. In our context, S&C uses an FD-type training with 2 and the pattern of , while Morelli and Mengali (M&M) [12] use an FD-type training with and the pattern of all signs. In order to avoid nonlinear distortion at the transmitter, the training symbol should be designed to have a low peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR). Golay complementary sequences [23] are well known for having specific correlation properties which translate into a low PAPR value (3 dB) when they are mapped to the OFDM subcarriers [24] . Hence, a Golay complementary sequence is applied in our FD training symbol as follows. The repeated part has samples (for point IFFT and identical parts), and it is generated by the -point IFFT of a length Golay complementary sequence. By contrast, for TD training, a length Golay complementary sequence is directly used in the TD as the basic repeated part. In this case, it represents a constant amplitude training sequence. However, the cyclic prefix extension based structure is still maintained in the context of TD training. As an example, let , 4, the bipolar representation of Golay complementary sequence of length 16 be , and the time-domain repeated part of length 16 be . Then, for TD training and for FD training . In Fig. 2 , the corresponding time-domain samples of the training symbol (excluding cyclic prefix) with the pattern , which can be given by , are presented. The repeated part boundaries are indicated by dashed lines.
1) Training Symbol Pattern:
Suppose that the training symbol (excluding cyclic prefix) is composed of identical parts as , where represents the repeated part. If the timing metric given in (14) and (15) is used, then the best patterns (signs of the repeated parts) of the training symbol obtained by computer search are given in Table I for 10% cyclic prefix, and 4, 8, and 16. These patterns were obtained by finding the patterns which give a minimum value of . In the computer search, correspond to the training symbol and the other are simply set to zero. In Fig. 3(a) , the plots of for all possible patterns with 4 are shown. The patterns can be expressed as the bipolar form of the binary representation of the pattern sequence numbers shown on the subplots. From Fig. 3(a) , it can be observed that the best pattern sequence numbers are 2, 7, 8, and 13. In Fig. 3(b) , the corresponding values of are shown for all pattern sequence numbers. The pattern sequence numbers 2, 7, 8, and 13 have the minimum value. It can be observed that the minimum values generally correspond to the best Table I , and the other two not shown are the sign-inversion based variants of the first two. The trajectories of the timing metrics used in coarse-timing estimation for the training symbol patterns (the first one for each value) given in Table I are shown in Fig. 4 under noiseless and no channel distortion condition. The timing metric trajectory of S&C is also included for comparison. Unlike S&C, there are no timing metric trajectory plateaus associated with the proposed method. A larger value of gives a timing metric trajectory with a steeper rolloff.
C. Coarse-Timing Estimation
Coarse-timing estimation is based on the correlation among the parts of size samples each. The coarse-timing estimator takes as the start of OFDM symbol (after cyclic prefix) the maximum point of the timing metric given by (14)- (16), where is a time index corresponding to the first sample in a window of samples. In order to maintain orthogonality among subcarriers, the timing estimate should be in the ISI-free part of the cyclic prefix (i.e., the sample indexes ). In an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel, the mean of the proposed timing metric trajectory peak is at the exact timing point, but in multipath channels it would be shifted (delayed) due to the channel dispersion. Hence, the coarse-timing estimate should be preadvanced by some samples as (17) where should be chosen to be higher than the (designed) mean shift of the timing point caused by the channel dispersion.
D. Coarse Carrier-Frequency Offset Estimation
For coarse carrier-frequency estimation, we follow the method of M&M [12] with appropriate modifications. Since the only difference in the training symbol structure is the sign pattern of identical parts, the training symbol defined by the timing estimator is first modified to have the same structure as that proposed in M&M by multiplying the parts with the sign pattern applied in the training symbol design. Then, the method of M&M is applied as follows. Let the modified training symbol defined by the coarse-timing estimate be represented by . Then, the coarse frequency-offset estimator is given by (18) where (19) (20) (21) and denotes modulo operation (it reduces to the interval ), is argument of , and is a design parameter less than or equal to . The optimal value for is which will be used in our approach. The frequency-offset estimation range is subcarrier spacing for a training symbol having identical parts. However, the range is not limited by the length of the sign pattern in our design. For example, by designing the repeated part having identical subparts and using and , the range becomes . This is because the range depends on the spacing between the correlating identical parts and is defined by . In a multipath dispersive channel, the repeated parts of the received training symbol will not be equal, even in the absence of noise, due to the sign conversion in the transmitted training symbol. This effect perturbs the repetitive nature of the received training symbol. For frequency estimation, the received training symbol is multiplied with the sign pattern to restore the repetitive parts of all equal sign, but this sign flipping will not remedy the already channel-impaired repetitive parts. Hence, some interference is introduced to frequency estimation. Suppression of this interference will be addressed in the fine frequency-offset estimation.
E. Channel Impulse Response Estimation
Assume that the channel response remains constant over at least one OFDM symbol interval (quasi-static case), and let the instantaneous path gains be . Let us define the following: diag . . .
where are the samples of the transmitted training symbol (including the cyclic prefix part), the corresponding received samples (excluding the cyclic prefix part), the noise samples, and the normalized frequency offset. The received sample vector can then be expressed as (23) Utilizing the frequency-offset estimate in place of , the ML channel response estimate [25] can be realized by (24) where represents a Hermitian transpose, represents a generalized matrix inverse, and the phase factor has been absorbed in the channel estimate.
In the above channel estimation, the knowledge of the maximum channel delay spread is required. In practice, a design value has to be used. Moreover, due to the timing estimation error and the timing advance introduced in Section IV-C, the received training vector will be . The advancement of the timing offset estimate should be adjusted such that becomes negative most of the time. Otherwise, it will not only introduce ISI, but also miss some channel taps in the channel estimation and cause large channel estimation errors. Consequently, the designed channel estimate length should be longer than the designed maximum channel delay spread plus the delay introduced by timing estimate advancement. Let the designed channel estimate length be (which may be set to the guard interval length). By replacing with in (22) , the channel response estimate is given by (25) where is the frequency-offset compensated received training vector defined by the timing estimate .
If the length of the basic repeated training symbol part is larger than the maximum channel delay spread, then the channel estimation complexity can be reduced by combining the basic repeated parts as follows. Let us consider 4 and let the repeated parts of the received training symbol, after frequency-offset compensation, be . Then, from the training symbol pattern , it can be observed that and are equivalently affected by the multipath fading environment. Similarly, and are equivalently affected. Averaging over each set yields and . Note that the separate use of and is an impact of the training symbol pattern. Define composed of as
Then, the channel estimate based on can be obtained as (27) while based on can be obtained in a similar fashion using composed of . The final channel estimate is taken as the average of and as (28) A similar approach can be applied to 8 and 16 cases, if the length of the repeated part is much larger than the maximum channel delay spread. Throughout our simulations, (25) will be used for channel estimation.
F. Fine-Timing Estimation
The coarse-timing estimate would be, most of the time, before the actual timing point due to the preadvancement. However, even under noiseless conditions, the timing estimate would be varying according to the time-varying nature of the channel response. Accordingly, at different snap shots, the channel estimates would be delayed by different amounts due to different timing offset errors. If the delay in the channel estimate can be found, the effect of the time-varying channel response on the timing estimation can be removed by simply delaying the coarse-timing estimate by the same amount of the channel estimate delay. In other words, the coarse-timing estimate can be fine-tuned by adding the delay of the first actual channel tap from the channel estimate. A similar concept has been applied in [16] , where some pilot tones are used throughout the burst (hence, FD-based channel estimation), consecutive channel impulse response estimates are averaged, and the first channel tap is found by some criteria. In our considered system with one training symbol, the channel estimation is based on one snap-shot estimation in the TD, and a different criteria described in the following is used for the first channel tap selection.
One way of finding the delay of the first actual channel tap is described in the following. First, the strongest tap gain estimate is found as . Then, the delay estimate of the first actual channel tap is given by is the channel energy estimate contained in a lengthwindow starting from the tap with a condition that the channel energy estimate of tap should be greater than some threshold. This condition reduces the probability of choosing a noise-only tap as the first actual channel tap. The delay estimate of the first actual channel tap given in (29) is essentially the starting tap index whose associated energy is maximum. Due to the timing advancement in the coarse stage, the actual channel impulse response would be delayed by some amount. Since the channel estimate has taps and the designed maximum channel delay spread is , the range of the starting tap index of the energy window is , as described in (29). It should be noted that in order to keep the actual channel impulse response within the channel estimation length , should be smaller than . In the above equation, is a threshold factor for selecting the first channel tap. Note that should be small if we do not want to miss the first tap. However, should not be too small. Otherwise, the noise will increase the probability of wrongly picking up the channel tap before the first tap. One way for finding for different signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) values is given by (see the Appendix)
where is a known value obtained from the simulation at SNR and is the threshold value for SNR . The fine-timing estimate is obtained by adding the delay estimate of the first actual channel tap to the coarse-timing estimate as (32) where is a designed preadvancement to reduce the possible ISI. Without the preadvancement of , the fine-timing estimate would be, most of the time, at the exact timing point. However, for the circumstances when the absolute gain ratio of the first tap to the strongest tap is smaller than , the most likely chosen channel tap as the first tap would be the second channel tap. Hence, should be at least the delay difference between the first and the second taps.
The preadvancement of fine-timing estimate may introduce interference in the frequency-offset estimation. The reason is that when the timing-advanced training symbol is multiplied by the training symbol pattern, the offset caused by the timing advancement would perturb the repeated structure of the training symbol and introduce some interference. Hence, a better choice of the received training symbol for frequency-offset estimation should be defined by the fine-timing estimate without preadvancement; namely,
, and the fine-timing estimate is then advanced by , as in (32). In this way, the timing offset error interference in the frequency-offset estimation can be reduced and at the same time the ISI caused by the timing offset error can be reduced by means of preadvancement.
G. Fine Frequency Estimation
As mentioned in the coarse frequency estimation section, the training symbol pattern can introduce some interference to frequency estimation. If this interference is not taken into consideration in the fine stage, the fine frequency estimation will inherit the performance degradation. To suppress this interference, the differently affected received samples can be excluded from the frequency estimation. For 4 and the training symbol pattern of , it can be observed that after multiplying the received training symbol with the training symbol pattern, the first ( ) received samples of the second and third repeated parts are different from those of the other repeated parts, even in the absence of noise. Hence, they impair the repeated structure and introduce the interference. By excluding them, the interference can be suppressed. In practice, the first samples (designed maximum channel delay spread) of the second and third repeated parts may be excluded. The exclusion of those samples can easily be done by masking them with zeros. Then, the modified procedure becomes zero masking, sign flipping, and applying M&M. This zero-masking approach can be applied if the number of samples in the basis part is much larger than the maximum channel delay spread.
Another approach to avoid the interference is based on the ML principle. Since fine-timing synchronization will most of the time give a perfect timing, we will assume that perfect timing has been achieved. By replacing by the ML channel estimate (24), the ML frequency estimation can be obtained by maximizing the following metric: (33) where , and is an matrix. If and , the above metric is exactly the same as that described in [26] .
In the implementation of maximizing the metric, [26] used point FFT in finding . Hence, the search space for is approximately over the range of , and the resolution between trial frequency-offset points is subcarrier spacing. In this paper, we make use of the information from the coarse frequency estimation. Since the coarse frequency-offset estimate cannot be too far away from the actual frequency offset, we limit the search space for around the coarse frequency-offset estimate as follows: (34) The trial points for are taken at a resolution of subcarrier spacing within the search space; namely, , where is the number of trial points at one side of . The value of can be chosen according to the coarse frequency estimation performance. For example, if the error of the normalized coarse frequency-offset estimate is expected to be less than 0.01 (which is usually the case for good coarse frequency estimation methods at moderate or high SNR values), may be set to 0.01 or a little larger (say) 0.05. Finally, the final frequency-offset estimate is given by if or otherwise (35) where is obtained by quadratic interpolation among the points , , and .
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION, SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Simulation Parameters
The performance of the proposed synchronization algorithm has been investigated by computer simulation. The OFDM system parameters used are 1024 subcarriers, 1024 point IFFT/FFT, and 10% guard interval (102 samples). The subcarrier modulation is quaternary phase-shift keying and a carrier-frequency offset of 6.2-subcarrier spacing is assumed. Unless stated otherwise, 10 000 simulation runs will be applied. For the training symbol pattern, the first one of the two patterns given in Table I is used for each value.
The channels considered are described in the following. All channels except AWGN channel have 16 taps with equal tap spacing of four samples. The Rayleigh fading channel has an exponential power delay profile and the ratio of the first Rayleigh fading tap to the last Rayleigh fading tap is set to 20 dB. The Rician fading channel has a Rician factor of four and the first tap with delay zero is set as the direct path. The other taps are Rayleigh fading taps with an exponential power delay profile and the ratio of the first Rayleigh fading tap to the last Rayleigh fading tap is set to 20 dB. The static ISI channel has fixed tap gains and the tap gain powers are the same as those of the Rayleigh fading channel.
The channel estimation length is set to the guard interval length . The actual maximum channel delay spread for the considered multipath channels is 61. Since the designed maximum channel delay spread should be at least equal to or larger than , we set . In order to keep the channel impulse response within the channel estimation length , both and should be smaller than . Hence, we use . Due to the better timing estimation in the fine stage, can be set to be smaller than . The selection of the value of is described in our proposed timing performance measure which will be described in Section V-C. In brief, can be chosen from the interference-free interval which is shown in our proposed timing performance measure. Based on the above reasons, we set . We estimate that the coarse normalized frequency-offset error would be less than 0.01 for moderate and high SNR values. Hence, we set to a little larger value 0.05. Since frequency-offset trial points with a resolution of subcarrier spacing are evaluated in the fine stage, a larger value of can give a slightly better frequency estimation performance, but with a higher complexity. Since we also interpolate as in (35), a frequency resolution of 0.005 is a reasonable value. Hence, we use the corresponding value of 10. We evaluated several trial values 0.8, 0.4, 0.2, 0.05, 0.01 for , the channel tap selection threshold at the SNR value of 10 dB. Since gives the best fine-timing estimation variance in the multipath Rayleigh fading channel, we use for the SNR value of 10 dB throughout our simulations.
B. Missed Detection and False Detection Probabilities
The missed detection and false detection probabilities of the proposed approach and those associated with the MMSE approach in the 16-tap Rayleigh fading channel described above, obtained from 10 simulation runs, are presented in Fig. 5(a) and (b), respectively. Since a burst-mode transmission is considered in the simulations, the false detection probability is evaluated when noise only is present. Hence, the corresponding 1/SNR values for the false detection probability correspond to the variances of the noise. In evaluating the missed detection probability, the training symbol is preceded by noise samples and followed by an OFDM data symbol. For the MMSE approach, the timing metric of , where was given in (9), is used for convenience. The false detection probability curves of the proposed approach are the same for different values of the SNR, as seen in Fig. 5(a) , and they are well separated from the missed detection probability curves in the figure. Hence, the proposed approach gives a very robust sync detection performance. On the other hand, the false detection probabilities of the MMSE approach depend on the value of the SNR. The higher the SNR, the worse the false detection performance of the MMSE approach. Furthermore, the MMSE approach does not have a timing metric threshold, where both the false detection and the missed detection probabilities are low. Hence, the MMSE approach is associated with a poor sync detection capability. Similarly, the unnormalized timing metrics from [20] are expected to have a poor sync detection capability due to the reason described in Section IV-A.
C. Timing Synchronization Performance
Timing estimation performance is often evaluated in terms of the estimator variance. Fig. 6 shows the timing offset variances of S&C (with 90% maximum point averaging 1 ) and the proposed approach (coarse timing only) for 4, 8, and 16. It shows the effect of the proposed training symbol pattern on the timing synchronization performance. For a Rician fading channel and AWGN channel, from (17) of the proposed approach is observed to be always at the correct timing point while there are relatively substantial timing offset variations for S&C. For the static ISI channel, the proposed approach has some timing offset errors, but they are much smaller than S&C. From the Rician fading and static ISI channel results, it is noted that if the first channel tap is much larger than the other taps, the proposed approach's can always lock to the first tap correctly. The scheme proposed by S&C also shows a better timing estimation performance in the Rician fading channel than the static ISI channel. For the Rayleigh fading channel, the proposed approach has better timing estimation variance at low For AWGN, static ISI, and Rician channels, the timing estimation variance with reference to the first channel tap has some meaning since the first tap represents the desired timing point. However, for the Rayleigh fading channel, all channel tap gains are time-varying, and missing the first tap with negligible gain may not result in a performance degradation. Hence, the timing estimation variance with reference to the first channel tap may not represent a good performance measure in this case. Moreover, for OFDM systems, as long as the timing estimate is within the ISI-free guard interval, the timing offset, regardless of its value, will not degrade the system performance. Only when the timing estimate falls outside the ISI-free guard interval, interference will be introduced. Hence, a more performance-oriented approach of evaluating the timing synchronization performance for a particular OFDM system would be the measure of interference power caused by the timing offsets. For each timing offset , the corresponding normalized interference power , normalized by the signal power, can be calculated as (36) where and are given by (5) and (6), respectively. Let the distribution of the timing offset estimates for the considered system and channel be . The average normalized interference power caused by timing offset errors can then be given by (37)
The calculation of requires an instantaneous channel response (or instantaneous channel power gains) [see (5) , (6) , and (36)]. Furthermore, the interference power can depend on the timing estimate shift . Note that in (17) . Hence, it is not so easy to evaluate for different parameter settings of the timing estimator such as different timing estimate shifts . One way to circumvent this is to approximate calculation by which uses the channel power delay profile instead of the instantaneous channel power gains.
By assuming that the timing estimate is independent of the instantaneous channel response, 2 an approximation of for a timing estimate shift , denoted by , can be calculated as
From the above equation, the optimum timing estimate shift for a considered system and channel can be obtained by (39) Let us define the average signal to timing-error-induced interference power ratio SIR and its approximate version SIR . In Fig. 7 , the SIR versus timing estimate shifts are plotted for S&C and the proposed method ( 4, FD training) for the Rayleigh fading channel at the SNR value of 10 dB. Also included in the figure are the SIR values for the timing estimate shifts of 50, 40, , 30 samples. It can be observed that SIR and SIR are almost the same for S&C and the coarse-timing stage of the proposed method, thus indicating that the proposed approximate performance measure is a close approximation.
For the proposed fine-timing stage with one iteration ("Fine ") and two iterations ("Fine "), the actual values SIR at the timing estimate shifts of 10 and 0 samples are greater than the approximate values SIR by some amount. This can be explained as follows. The approximate expression SIR is under the assumption that the timing estimate is independent of the instantaneous channel response. However, the proposed fine stage utilizes the information from the channel estimation. Hence, the above assumption is not justified. It can be observed that at these timing estimate shifts, the interference is caused by timing offsets greater than zero. For the proposed fine-timing stage, this will most likely happen when the first channel tap gain is quite small. Consequently, the introduced interference which depends on the first channel tap gain would be smaller than the interference used in SIR where the power delay profile is used. Despite some differences in values, the plots of SIR and SIR for the fine stage show the same trend. Hence, it still gives useful information on what timing estimate shift would be suitable. Fig. 7 demonstrates the importance of proper timing shift setting. It can also be observed that comparing two timing estimators, each with a fixed timing estimate shift, will not give the general performance of the timing estimators. Each timing estimator has its own optimum timing estimate shift value(s). The optimum timing estimate shift for S&C in this case is at 14 samples, which still introduces some interference. For the proposed coarse-timing case, the optimum shift is at 40 samples where no interference is introduced. For the fine-timing stage, the interference-free timing shift is within the interval from 42 to 16 samples. It should be mentioned that although the timing estimation variance of 16 (coarse) case for the static ISI channel in Fig. 6 is larger than 4 and 8 cases, evaluating SIR versus timing estimate shifts plot at the SNR value of 10 dB gives an interference-free interval of 35 samples ( 46 to 12) for both 16 and 8 cases, 28 samples ( 45 to 18) for 4 case. Due to space limitation, this is not shown. From this fact, it can be stated that the timing estimation variance in OFDM system may not always result in a meaningful performance measure.
In Figs. 8-10 , the timing estimation performance in the Rayleigh fading channel in terms of SIR are presented for S&C and the proposed method. Both FD training and TD training are evaluated for the proposed method with 4, 8, and 16 cases. A close observation of these figures indicates that the proposed coarse-timing stage has better performance than S&C, particularly at low SNR values. At high SNR values, S&C has a comparable performance to the proposed coarse-timing stage. For example, at an SNR value of 25 dB, S&C has an interference-free timing shift interval of four samples (15 to 18) , and the proposed coarse-timing stage has five samples ( 41 to 37) for FD and nine samples ( 42 to 34) for TD. The coarse-timing stage with a larger value of has a larger interference-free interval. It can be ascribed to the sharper timing metric trajectory for the larger value. The fine-timing stages ("Fine " and "Fine ") are observed to give significant improvement over the coarse-timing stage. Although the "Fine " case has generally a slight improvement over the "Fine " case, the performance gain is not significant and may not be justified for the associated complexity cost. The fine stages with different values have almost the same performance, except at an SNR value of 5 dB, where the 8 case has some degradation. This fact indicates that the channel estimation at the fine-timing stage depends on the value or the training symbol pattern. Since the training symbol is of repetitive structure with some sign conversion, the channel estimate can be a quite different one, rather than a delayed version, in the presence of a large delay timing offset. Hence, it can result in a wrong selection of the first channel tap and introduce some timing error at the fine stage. This occasional occurrence is observed in the simulation of the 8 case at an SNR value of 5 dB. In particular, "Fine " stage of 8 case with FD training shows such an occurrence but "Fine " stage is observed to be able to correct the corresponding timing error. However, "Fine " stage of 8 case with TD training is unable to correct it. Nevertheless, all these cases still have better performance than S&C. It is also observed from Figs. 8-10 that TD training has a slightly better performance than FD training for all cases except the fine stage of 8 case at an SNR value of 5 dB.
D. Performance of Frequency Synchronization
The frequency synchronization performance can be evaluated by the average normalized interference power (normalized by the signal power) caused by frequency estimation errors. The normalized interference power caused by a normalized (by subcarrier spacing) frequency estimate error can be approximated by [21] (40) Hence, can be calculated from the mean square error (MSE) of the normalized frequency-offset estimate mse as mse (41) It is noted that the frequency-offset estimation MSE directly translates into the average interference power caused by the frequency estimation errors while the variance of the timing offset estimate does not directly translate into the interference power caused by timing estimation errors. In the following, the frequency estimation MSE will be used as the performance measure for the frequency synchronization.
Figs. 11 and 12 show the frequency estimation performance in the Rayleigh fading channel. The performance of M&M [12] using a training symbol with 16 identical parts (no sign flipping) under perfect timing synchronization is included as a reference. For the proposed scheme, the results are presented for the cases of coarse frequency estimation ("Coarse"), fine frequency estimation without zero masking ("Fine"), fine frequency estimation with zero masking ("zero mask"), and ML frequency estimation ("ML"). Only the results of the fine stage with one iteration are presented since no noticeable difference is observed between one and two iterations.
All the fine stages have performance improvement over the corresponding coarse stages. However, all fine cases which do not consider the interference effect have some performance degradation if compared with M&M with perfect timing. An interesting observation from the results of "Fine" case with different values is that the different training symbol patterns have different impacts on the frequency estimation performance. As previously mentioned, the training symbol pattern can introduce some interference in the frequency estimation in a dispersive channel. This interference seems to be larger for the training symbol pattern of the 8 case, particularly with FD training, as can be observed in Fig. 12(a) . Interestingly, TD training is much more robust to this kind of interference than FD training except for the 8 case at an SNR value of 5 dB. An intuitive reason for the better performance of TD training is that the TD training sample energies are distributed evenly, and so do the average noise samples energies. Hence, the energy distribution of TD training is matched to that of the noise, while FD training does not. In Fig. 11(b) , the performance of the fine frequency estimation approaches, which consider the interference effect, are presented. In fact, the ML approach does not suffer from the interference effect. Both zero-masking approaches with FD and TD training have almost the same performance and this performance is very close to the performance of M&M with perfect timing. Hence, zero masking appears to be an effective approach for the system which uses only one FD training (with possible sign flipping of the repetitive parts) for both timing and frequency synchronization and the length of one repetitive part is quite larger than the maximum channel delay spread. The ML approach has even a better performance than M&M, particularly at low SNR values. However, in Fig. 12 , the ML schemes with 8 and 16 cases show some performance degradation at an SNR value of 5 dB if compared with 4 case. In fact, this is due to the occasional occurrence of the coarse frequency-offset estimates for which the search space is not close enough to the actual frequency offset where we note that 0.05 is used in the simulation. To confirm this fact, the ML approach for 8 and 16 cases at an SNR value of 5 dB are evaluated for 1.5, and 10. The results obtained (not shown in the figure) are almost the same as that of ML with 4. In general, TD training outperforms FD training. If only one training is used for both timing and frequency synchronization, the impact of the training symbol pattern can affect the frequency estimation performance. In this case, TD training or FD training with the zero-masking approach can be considered. If complexity is affordable, the ML approach can be considered. If two training symbols are applied, one with the proposed training symbol pattern can be considered for timing synchronization using the proposed timing metric, and the other repetitive training without sign flipping can be considered for the frequency estimation using M&M. Also in this case, TD training is preferable over FD training. Fig. 13 presents the BER performance comparison between the system using the proposed method and the system having ideal timing and frequency synchronization with the same channel estimation as in the proposed method. The considered system uses FD training followed by an OFDM data symbol and the channel is the multipath Rayleigh fading channel described previously. In the proposed method, the zero-masking approach is used for fine frequency estimation. For SNR values of 25 dB and above, 100 000 simulation runs were used compared with 10 000 simulation runs for the other SNR values. It can be seen that for all SNR values, the proposed method has virtually the same BER performance as the perfectly synchronized system.
E. BER Performance
VI. CONCLUSION
A robust symbol-timing and carrier-frequency synchronization method for OFDM systems in multipath fading environments has been presented. The proposed method uses one specifically designed training symbol having a steep rolloff timing metric trajectory. This type of training symbol achieves some improvement in timing estimation for time-varying multipath Rayleigh fading channels and much more improvement in AWGN, Rician fading, and static dispersive channels. The channel estimation based on the designed training symbol is also incorporated to give further improvement in timing and frequency synchronization. This combined approach achieves considerable improvement by removing the time-varying multipath effect on timing synchronization. Using the training symbol of identical parts with different signs, however, can introduce interference in the frequency estimation based on that training symbol. An approach of masking the interfered part with zeros is shown to be an effective way for suppressing the introduced interference in the frequency estimation. An ML frequency estimation which does not suffer from this interference is also described. From the simulation, using TD training is observed to be better than FD training.
For frequency estimation, MSE or frequency-error-introduced interference power reflects the frequency synchronization performance. However, for timing estimation, the plot of signal to (timing-error-induced) average interference power ratio SIR versus timing estimate shift for the considered system and channel appears to be a more revealing performance measure. A close approximation of this SIR is also proposed using the channel power delay profile. This approximation also yields a simple approach for finding the optimum setting of the timing estimator. 
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